FAMILY MATH NIGHT!

Mark your calendars! Family Math Night is coming!

**WHEN:** Rescheduled for **Wednesday, January 29th**   5:00-6:30 PM

**WHERE:** West Mercer    Start in the gym and then head to classrooms for math strategy sessions and fluency games.

**WHO is INVITED?:** You and your West Mercer student(s)! No registration required- check in at the door for room assignment.

**WHAT (is Family Math Night?):** Family Math Night is a chance for you and your child to learn about some great math strategies side-by-side. You start your evening with a PTSA-sponsored Pizza Dinner in the Gym and solve strategy puzzles for a prize. Then you head to classrooms where you will play engaging math fluency games and learn about ways to support your student in problem solving. Everyone is invited and will walk away with game ideas as well as strategies to support your students’ growing math mindset at home!

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!